
CHAPTER 7: HABEUS CORPUS

-- JULY 28, 1993 –-

“This explains the books in the lobby,” Milton said, after
looking  at  Jim’s  hand  for  the  length  of  a  short,  pregnant
silence. “It really does.”

The books in the lobby were all in primary colors, like
children’s books, or something self-published. They had mystical
names like Empowering The Energy Within. None of them were about
local history, or coming-of-age, or local birds. It was just a
solid  wall  of  bright,  cheap  paperbacks  making  spiritual
announcements.

Milton realized that Jim had a very barren office. It was so
white, all stucco and plaster and dizzying, makeshift, octagonal
corners. Jim came at him from one of these edges in the room,
leaping forward like a boxer.

“The man who wrote those books? He’s here with us,” Jim
said, eyes gleaming. “He lives here.”

Milton chewed on this. “He has a hotel room?”
“No,” Jim said. “He has a basement level. A whole place of

his own, underground.”
“Did you build this especially for him?”
“Not really. A lot of it was already there. It was storage

space  we  never  used.  Once  we  installed  a  bathroom,  and  a
staircase, and created a bedroom, and patched up the ceiling, it
was easy to move him in. He has very few possessions, you know.
He doesn’t believe in them, compared to what a man can do with
just his body.”

The book that Milton really couldn’t get over was all about
this. It was called  The Powers of the Body. It seemed like a
triumph of extreme speculation. What powers? Was it for teens,
perhaps? “Your body is changing. Soon you will begin to notice
that you have certain special powers!” Milton had friends who
read comic books and thought superpowers were a big metaphor for
adolescence. Maybe they were wrong, Milton thought, for only the



second  time  ever.  (Usually,  he  trusted  collectors  on  such
theoretical topics. Collectors were good explainers, and Milton
respected people who fought with cellophane against the seep of
time.) Now he was thinking maybe  adolescence was the metaphor,
and the Powers were real -- if we could just keep on moulting
awkwardly, shedding the past, until they...manifested.

As a child, Milton had written a story about teenagers with
special abilities. The catch was, they had to stay in the hell
of childhood longer in order to gain their powers. The Powers of
the Body  made him remember writing that story. Lately, though,
he was composing in a totally different style. He had become a
realist. He made up stories about alcoholic longshoremen and
moms with dead children. Sometimes he wrote from the perspective
of a dog. (The dog was old. Famished. It had seen too much of
life.)

“Explain the powers of the body to me,” Milton demanded of
Jim. “It sounds so fake.”

“Okay,” Jim said. “It’s so simple. The powers of the body
are centered in the mind. Concentrate the mind, and you achieve
the strength and energy you need to become happier. And the
secret is – I should let Peter tell you this, but it’s just so
exciting – the secret is that this is  boundless.  You see. Not
just some boost to your day, some recipe for health. It’s the
spirit  alive  and  flourishing  through  the  body,  and  that  is
infinite.”

Milton looked at Jim. That word  infinite had knocked the
wind out of Milton’s boss. His cheeks were seared with pink and
his breath was rasping, hurried, coming in great gushes. And yet
the  whole  time  Jim  continued  to  look  fixedly  above  Milton’s
head, like someone expecting updates and news. It was the glance
of a man who owned things,  who made money, feet on the ground.
He was also gathering himself in, cooling off, almost instantly,
abashed at saying too much. Milton saw two selves warring in
him. Jim was a businessman; Jim was a seeker. Clearly, the guru
hadn’t revealed everything just yet. That was lurking behind
these strange, humble speeches. There were levels Jim hadn’t
attained. There were trainings he hadn’t mastered.



The  guru’s  name  was  Peter  Aastricht.  He  lived  behind  a
cherrywood door under a concrete ceiling. He had written sixteen
books describing his gradual awakening. Once upon a time, in
Germany, Peter had been a star in the circus. “From the life of
the circus to the life of the mind,” he liked to say, quoting
the backs of his books. His hands were completely dry and his
fingers were like steel. He shook Milton’s hand and Milton felt
it in his shoulder. 

“Good afternoon,” Peter said, taking in Jim and Milton with
a big, wide-eyed gaze. He said it about the way you’d expect:
like  somebody  who  finds  it  amusing  that  one  must  say  good
morning, and good afternoon, and so forth. He had on a little
loose sandy-colored shirt, and shapeless khakis, and moccasins.
He looked vaguely like someone had dressed him up as Leonardo
DaVinci.

He called Milton a young gentleman, which Milton liked.
“The boy is interested in you,” Jim said. “I thought you

could show him your things. You could talk about books and share
meditative poses.”

“I don’t meditate,” said Milton. He didn’t even know what
the word meant -- except that if you said it, you were twenty
years older, at the very least.

“Do you sleep?” said Peter.
“Yes,” said Milton.
“How much?”
“Like, ten hours a night?”
“How much do you think I sleep?”
“You sleep through the cold winter months? And then forage

for food during the warm summer?”
Peter laughed. Jim laughed. How good at laughing they were!

Milton laughed at his own joke eventually, too; the big, booming
laughs were contagious. I am a man! said the laughter.

“I sleep two hours per night,” Peter said. Milton whistled.
(This was a little affectation he was trying out.)

“And you’re perfectly rested, isn’t that right,” said Jim.
Peter  looked  Milton  in  the  eye.  “I  feel  great.  I  feel

alive,” he said. 



“You’re going to say, oh, this is a little bit silly, what
he  does  with  his  hours  at  night,”  said  Peter  to  Milton,
sheepishly, but not really. 

“You sleep for two hours?!”
“I don’t sleep like we usually mean when we say it, ‘I

slept.’ I meditate. Hours and hours of sleep pass in a single
hour of meditation.”

“I paint things with my fingers, I use my fingers and the
canvas and express the waves and currents, the tempests, moving
within me,” Peter added.

Milton  replied,  in  a  monotone,  very  carefully,  “You
fingerpaint instead of sleeping.” He was trying to picture a
room full of fingerpaintings. Peter’s room stretched off to one
side,  and  gnawed  concrete  blocked  the  view.  There  were
bookshelves and .what?…

“It is not serious art,” Peter admitted.
“I’m sure it could be,” said Milton, who was now determined

to see everything in Peter’s secret lair. Peter welcomed them
through the door. On the far side of his single room, lying with
a few of its bristles exposed to the sun, was the bed of nails. 

****

It  was  about  seven  feet  long,  nicely  appointed,  with
mahogany legs and siding. The nails were clean and the steel on
them flashed blue. A few were getting a little worn out, and
these had dull noses, but the rest looked sharpened like pencils
in a row. Milton looked like someone who has just realized they
are dreaming. Once, in San Francisco, a friend of his father’s
had parked his car and bounded down the hill to say hello. He
had not engaged the emergency brake. He had a Volvo station
wagon, baby blue. With a sigh of metal and rubber, the car was
rolling  backwards,  down,  down,  down,  into  the  teeth  of  an
implacable pickup truck. The way that man had stared at his car,
that expression, Milton could feel on his own face now. There
were two neatly folded blankets, yellow and pink, next to the
bed of nails. There was a cup with dregs of tea at the bottom.



On top of nails was a pillow, shaped like a tablet of chewing
gum. Milton stared at the floor. It was spotless. 

“What  is  that?”  Milton  asked,  intelligence  completely
deserting him.

“I sleep on it for half the night,” Peter replied, his
German  accent  pleasantly  distorting  the  words.  He  exhaled
vigorously, smiling and donning a little sun hat, which was just
as beige as everything else. The light in the room seemed to
come  from  nowhere  in  particular.  Milton  had  overlooked  his
paintings, and so they suddenly jumped out at him. They were all
contests,  feats  of  will.  A  sweeping  curve  of  red,  like  a
lopsided attempt a phoenix, would be wrestling with a swath of
green, while little spermatozoa of yellow and black rained all
over the canvas.

“Your  colors  seem  angry  at  each  other,”  said  Milton,
pointing  to  the  canvas,  eager  to  make  conversation  about
something that wasn’t nails.

“Angry? Oh, how perfect! I love it! The great battle!” said
Peter Aastricht, who had picked the colors out himself for all
sixteen of his books.

There was a portrait of Jim Meriwether too. Jim was on his
knees in an attitude of prayer. The mouth and the soft chin were
flexed  and  sharpened  with  fervor,  and  the  hands  were  spread
upwards in ecstasy. He was kneeling on splashes of brown paint
added to convey a “floor.” He was shirtless, flat-chested, flat-
stomached, and wore white leggings. He looked like a big man
doing an impression of Peter.

“You do  that  instead of  sleeping?” is what Milton finally
said. Peter frowned and grew a little peevish. 

“It pleases me, even if it’s nothing. Men and women go
through  life  wishing  for  enough  time  to  paint,  just  for
themselves,  and  meanwhile  they  let  time  slip  between  their
fingers,  just  as  they  let  their  most  precious  thoughts  be
swallowed back by the mind, by the part of the mind which is
dark  and  jealous.  If  they  would  learn—“  and  here  Jim  came
bursting out with the requisite phrase—“that only the best self,
the self of Gold, can hold in its net emanations of truth.” 



“That’s right,” Peter said to Jim, giving Jim the thing he
craved.

According  to  Peter  Aastricht,  the  self  was  divided  into
three parts, which corresponded to three metals: gold, silver,
and bronze. 

“Does bronze get third place?” Milton asked.
“Yes,” Peter said, laughing again, because it was all in

good fun.
“Did you get this idea from Plato?” Milton asked. 
“Do you mean, am I a little thief? No, I didn’t get my ideas

by stealing, Milton,” said Peter, serious now. “They are obvious
truths if you care to look and see. There is nothing special
about my finding them. We all can.”

“Does it hurt?” Milton asked, a propos of nothing, but the
bed  of  nails  was  right  there  in  the  room  and  seemed  to  be
getting larger. 

“Each individual nail, yes, it will hurt,” said Peter. “But
take  them  all  at  once,  together,  and  you  can  rest.  It  is
perfectly safe. That is called a paradox. One way is the silver
mind, that counts and divides and  wants. One way is the gold
mind that sweeps it all up into one being. Between them is a
void.  The  mind  decides  how  the  body  will  encounter  nails,
Milton, my young interrogator.”

There were pictures on the wall. In every one, Peter was
wearing beige. There was a picture of Peter sticking out his
tongue, a stiletto heel grinding into the center of it.

“Gold mind,” said Milton. 
“No, back then, I felt the pain like normal, like a normal

person. That was my job, you know. I didn’t escape the pain. I
earned my living from it. Then I overcame it. I laughed at it. I
said, OK! Bring a knife and cut me, yet I am whole!”

“And then what? You had an easy time of things?” asked
Milton. Jim crossed his arms.

“No, Milton. I became a bad attraction. You can say this,
yes? A bad attraction? Nobody wanted to see me if I wasn’t in
pain. I was finally driven out. I was so sad. The circus had
been my life. But it drove me out so that I could find my real
path, as a teacher, and a guide. My life at that time was saying



to me, so clear, go do what is divine, young man! Eventually I
had to listen.”

Milton wanted to run. The room was folding in on itself, the
gray concrete swooping low towards him, or so it seemed. 

“I began looking for others who had stumbled upon the same
knowledge  as  I  had,  and  who  perhaps  had  begun  the  task  of
writing about it for the benefit of all people. I found a few
people who knew that by the action of the will, the infant self
with its maddening desire for pain can be first quieted, then
extinguished, leaving serenity in its place.” 

Trapped, Milton began to listen. The method was meditation,
but it took Peter Aastricht some time to hit upon this method.
His own experience was a strange disconnection from his body and
all things experienced in it. This disconnection, in its early
stages, produced the numbness Peter used as a shield against
pain.  He  could  win  out  against  it,  every  time.  When  he
recommended  that  people  meditate,  it  was  not  some  pleasant
habitation  of  the  body  he  was  after.  It  was  a  state  of
lightness, estrangement from the body, willing the mind out of
the body. It was like paralysis. The body registered this as
sleep:  wooden,  almost  lifeless  sleep,  like  a  night  without
stars.

This did not begin with the circus, Milton thought. Peter
did not explain how he joined the circus. Some awful condition
of the child had burned into the sinews of the man.

“That’s extremely interesting,” Milton ventured to Peter,
who  had  just  said,  “What  is  amazing  about  out-of-body
experiences, is not only that they seem to defy the laws of
physics,  but  that  they  are  accompanied  by  such  complete
happiness.”  Milton  stood  rooted  to  the  ground.  Jim  looked
exactly like a ten-year child showing off his favourite toy. If
Milton ran for it, that was showing a very low opinion of Jim
Meriwether, the toy guru, and the whole apparatus of his passion
and his worship, erected underground, beneath the freshly made
beds and gardens and paths.

The bed held Milton in place, at least for a while. The bed
was like an explosion in plain sight, sending waves of unreality
through  the  ordinary  walls,  crumbling  every  genteel  corner



Milton scrubbed and cleaned up above. Perhaps it was a desire to
contain this explosion that finally expelled Milton from Peter
Aastricht’s presence. With great firmness, Milton shook his hand
and said “Thank you sir, you must explain this all to me a
little later, after I’ve read your books. At the moment you have
overwhelmed me. You are, in a special way, unlike anyone I’ve
ever met. Thank you, Jim, for introducing me.” 

Peter Aastricht told Milton to come back, soon. His eyes
were  like  candle  flames  in  a  windless  room.  Jim  Meriwether,
drawing  himself  up  and  regaining  his  magisterial  demeanor,
smiled grandly, exchanged a few words with the guru and the boy,
and then led Milton back up. Once Milton opened the door at the
top of the stairs, and the sun reappeared, he was uncomfortable
at once. It had been nice and cool down below. His jeans were
like hot tongs along his thighs.

In his thoughts, Milton was still down in Peter’s bedroom,
pawing over the furnishings. He felt Peter’s struggle against
life, against objects, such that their danger was sifted down
and  reduced  to  an  ordeal  for  the  mind.  And  the  mind
became...nothing but a metaphor, for what the body was capable
of, for what becoming gold could do.


